inTransitive Roads. Journal of a Hole, by Valeria Barbas - explores the issue of road infrastructure which has become
a work in progress without end for Moldova. The economic decline, road haulage and the use of private cars underlines
the demand for, and the capacity of disbalance. In the period of the development of international transport corridors, most
funds were directed towards road reconstruction. However countries with economies in transition shows the inability of
local Governments to develop and finance complex urban public transport projects. About 400 million - from the European
Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD) and European Investment Bank (EIB), $ 60 million – from China,
funding agreements for millions, which will transform the Republic of Moldova in the next 10 years a "reconstruction site".
These figures, unfortunately, are unable to cover the huge black holes, extending both in the asphalt as well as in the
budget. In a deplorable condition, closed from time to time, during visits of officials, the roads have become today's top
issue. The everlasting Moldovan problem of roads and mentality perhaps is also an attempt to restore something that
does not exist... The use of funds for maintenance has led to infrastructure deterioration, not to mention the air polution
proceces caused by old and cheap vehicle import from Western Europe. inTransitive Roads project stands in between
the proceses of transition, the (actually) uncrossable roads, and is at the same time related to another un-passing „road” –
the period of transition for Moldavan society. During the 2011-2012, three holes in 3 different locations were monitored,
mainly in the center of the Chisinau capital: intervention in the frame of workshop B68 – free zone / art space, was
performed in the passage between Bucuresti 68/ 31 August st. during the period of mayor election (2011). For this or
another reason, this proved to be an effective remedy - the next day the hole was quasi- asphalted. Another interventions
where maked at Stefan cel Mare 75 blvd during the visit of Joe Biden, the US Vice President (2011), and - at Stefan cel
Mare 75 blvd, (2012). inTransitive Roads. Journal of a Hole - records a symbol of social/artistic identity, which disturbs
and is treated as defective, ugly and occasionally polished "problem" by officials, however, hole's existence itself, indicate
the damage system, as signs of corruption and gaps of economy in transition.
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